Funding for Entrepreneurship Activities

One of the initiatives of IEEE R10 for 2017 is to promote entrepreneurship activities organised by Sections.

R10 encourages the sections to have entrepreneurial activities in the section and invites to apply for funding through an on-line application, which can be accessed at http://ieee.fluidsurveys.com/surveys/R0/entrepreneurship-activities-plan-ieee-region-10/

Terms and Conditions

1. You can apply for funding for one activity or many activities. Please indicate the funds requested from R10 in USD. Based on your activities, funding will be decided (up to a maximum of US$1000 per Section). Since funding is limited, a selection panel will review all proposals and select activities and proposals for funding.

2. Large section must cover at least 50% of proposed project(s) cost. Medium section must cover at least 25% of proposed project(s) cost. Small section will be supported 100% of proposed project(s) cost by the IEEE R10.

3. Recipient of support fund should submit activity reports and expense reports within 1 month after completion of the project(s).


ICNL Readers Quiz-17q1

To increase and encourage readership, this quiz is being conducted. Participate in the “ICNL Readers Quiz-17q1” and win Two Amazon Gift Cards of worth Rs. 500/- each.

The “ICNL Readers Quiz – 17q1” has 12 questions for which answers can be found in the India Council Newsletter issue of Jan-Mar 2017 at http://ieeecs-madras.managedbiz.com/icnl/17q1/icnl-17q1.pdf and also available in the gDrive folder named “icnl-newsletters” shared at https://goo.gl/2cnw8A

TWO lucky readers from those who provide correct answers to a minimum of 10 questions will get Amazon Gift Cards of value Rs. 500/= each. The prizes for the “ICNL Readers Quiz – 17q1” are sponsored by IEEE Computer Society Madras Chapter.

QUESTIONS

Q1. Name the astronaut who had addressed in the IC Young Professionals in the virtual interactive talk

Q2. --------- is the Director of IEEE India Office in Bangalore

Q3. In INDICON-2016, the focus of the panel discussion was on --------------

Q4. -------------- is the start-up being bought by Intel for $15.3 billion

Q5. Which Section in 2016 had bagged seven Richard E Merwin Scholarships out of 10 in the region R10

Q6. Who in 2016 received the IEEE Oceanic Engineering Society (OES) Presidential Award?

Q7. Who is the chairman of IEEE India Council PES chapter?

Q8. What was the reason for some of the world's biggest websites like Quora, AOL, and ESPN were down on Feb 28.

Q9. Bill Gates has been the world's richest person for 18 out of past ----- years by Forbes.

Q10. Who is the new owner of Nokia brand?

Q11. Columbia University scientists have said, a single gram of DNA could pack over --------- million GB of data

Q12. In the IEEE Group Medical Insurance Policy 2017, member enrolment is available from ages 18 to ---------
HOW TO PARTICIPATE

Please send your answers to these 12 questions by email to ieee.icnl@gmail.com on or before 15th Apr 2017 with subject as “ICNL Readers Quiz – 17q1”

Provide the answers to all questions by writing question no and the related answer (No need to write the question. Just the no. such as Q1, Q2, Q3 is sufficient). If you do not know the answer, pl. enter “DO NOT KNOW”

After answering all the questions, pl. provide the following information relating to the quiz participant.

Name
IEEE Member No
Type of Member
Designation (If student pl. write as Student)
Institution / Organisation Name
Town/City
Email
Contact Phone No.

TERMS & CONDITIONS: Incomplete & late entries will not be considered. Decision of the IEEE INDIA INFO Editor is final.

LAST DATE TO RECEIVE THE ANSWERS IS 15th Apr 2016

Two lucky winners of the “ICNL Readers Quiz – 17q1” will get Amazon Gift Coupon of value Rs. 500/= from IEEE Computer Society Madras Chapter

Become a member of the world’s leading organization of computing and information technology professionals when you join IEEE Computer Society, the largest society within IEEE. Membership to the Computer Society includes FREE access to 3,500 self-paced online technical and business courses, FREE access to 1,100 online technical and business books (600 titles from Safari® Books Online and 500 titles from Element K® Press), six e-newsletters, 12 monthly issues of Computer magazine, discounts on 170+ Society-sponsored conferences and two software development certifications, up to 50 percent off subscriptions to 26 peer-reviewed journals and magazines, and more. Network and learn from fellow professionals through automatic membership to one of 350+ worldwide chapters, and participate in more than 40 technical committees. Field of Interest: All major areas of computing and information technology: computer hardware, software, multimedia, IT, security, networking, mobile computing, and more.


As the 50% membership fee is applicable from 15th March, for the period Apr-Dec 2017 (9 months), the applicable fee is USD 4 for the student members and USD 30 for the professional members. The student members will get full access to the IEEE CS Digital Library as an add-on benefit. Join the IEEE Computer Society

Useful IEEE Links

- IEEE Student Activities: http://www.ieee.org/membership_services/membership/students/index.html
- IEEE Geographic Unit Formation Policies and Petitions http://www.ieee.org/societies_communities/geo_activities/forms_petitions/forms_petitions_index.html
- Student Branch Officer Responsibilities and Administration http://www.ieee.org/membership_services/membership/students/officers.html
- IEEE Region 10: http://www.ieeer10.org
- IEEE Contact & Support: http://www.ieee.org/about/contact_center/index.html
- IEEE Support Center: https://supportcenter.ieee.org